
CASE STUDY
 
If the InHouse OutHouse (or OutHouse, for short) is to be successful as a concept, it must also 
be successful as a business.  Setting aside any marketing coups that might cause consumers 
to value it dramatically beyond its cost (possible, though highly unlikely), the OutHouse will be 
bound by the same laws of economics as any other product or service, namely that the least 
expensive comparable option is the most desirable to the consumer.
 
This case study will offer a detailed look at the end consumer cost of the OutHouse compared 
to a site-built analog.  As will become abundantly clear in the paragraphs below, the OutHouse 
built one-at-a-time (as evidenced by the initial prototype) is not viable; thankfully, it does not 
aspire to be viable as a one-off.  Its true promise comes when it can be produced in dozens, or 
dozens of dozens.  It is this mass produced model that will serve as the basis for analysis.
 
The OutHouse does not propose to dramatically reinvent the systems of construction, only their 
coordination and delivery.  As such, both the OutHouse and its site-built analog are completely 
identical: both have framing, pipes and copper wiring; both have cabinets and drywall; both 
have fixtures and equipment; and both require professional involvement.  Put another way, both 
have costs associated with materials and both require human labor to assemble.  In each of 
these categories, OutHouse holds a key advantage:

● In a controlled factory setting, OutHouse can realize labor savings through two 
vehicles: first, careful coordination of tasks (and their required inputs) can reduce 
downtime; second, with the entire production team working directly for one entity, 
“middleman markups” can be eliminated (in the current system, skilled trades are 
executed by a sub-contractor for a contractor for the client; in other words, the client 
pays two overheads and two profit margins for each trade).

● At any scale of production, OutHouse has the ability to procure materials in greater 
quantity than any one-off project; as such material savings can be realized, even when 
these materials are exactly the same as a site-built analog.  The greater the scale of 
production, the greater the savings.

 
The OutHouse, however, has several disadvantages.  First, the benefits the factory brings are 
not free; maintaining an assembly facility with a modest level of automation and a sufficient 
stock of component inventory burdens each OutHouse produced with an inherent factory 
overhead cost.  Second, the cost of transport from factory to site must be considered for each 
OutHouse.  As such, the formula for OutHouse’s economic success is quite simple:
 

labor savings + material savings - factory overhead > cost of transport
 
Given this formula, we can begin to determine the threshold at which the OutHouse provides 
the consumer a viable alternative to site-built renovation (and at the same time providing its 
purveyors a viable economic model).
 



As an initial point of departure, let us first consider the estimated costs associated with a 
site-built analog identical to the OutHouse.  We start here because we can leverage the 
collective experience of the existing remodeling industry to provide a detailed and accurate cost 
estimate based only on drawings and specifications.  The cost estimate below was graciously 
provided by an experienced Houston-based contractor.  Note that the Fixtures + Appliances 
category does not include installation; these costs are lumped into the Plumbing and Electrical 
categories.
 
Item Materials Cost Total Labor Cost Total Cost
Framing $700.00 $800.00 $1,500.00
Plumbing $800.00 $1,200.00 $2,000.00
Electrical $800.00 $1,200.00 $2,000.00
Mechanical $3,500.00 $1,250.00 $4,750.00
Insulation $650.00 $200.00 $850.00
Siding $250.00 $600.00 $850.00
Window $150.00 $100.00 $250.00
Gypsum Board $200.00 $800.00 $1,000.00
Paint $250.00 $600.00 $850.00
Tile $450.00 $400.00 $850.00
Door and trim $700.00 $300.00 $1,000.00
Cabinets and counter $1,200.00 $800.00 $2,000.00
Fixtures + Appliances $8,000.00 $0.00 $8,000.00
    
TOTALS $17,650.00 $8,250.00 $25,900.00
 
 


















